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NUMERICAL WAVE PROPAGATION IN AN ADVECTION
EQUATION WITH A NONLINEAR SOURCE TERM*
D. F. GRIFFITHSiS, A. M. STUART$, AND H. C. YEE$
Abstract. The Cauchy and initial boundary value problems are studied for a linear advection
equation with a nonlinear source term. The source term is chosen to have two equilibrium states,
one unstable and the other stable as solutions of the underlying characteristic equation. The true
solutions exhibit travelling waves which propagate from one equilibrium to another. The speed of
propagation is dependent on the rate of decay of the initial data at infinity, A class of monotone
explicit finite-difference schemes are proposed and analysed; the schemes are upwind in space for
the advection term with some freedom of choice for the evaluation of the nonlinear source term.
Convergence of the schemes is demonstrated and the existence of numerical waves, mimicking the
travelling waves in the underlying equation, is proved. The convergence of the numerical wave-
speeds to the true wave-speeds is also established. The behaviour of the scheme is studied when
the monotonicity criteria are violated due to stiff source terms, and oscillations and divergence are
shown to occur. The behaviour is contrasted with a split-step scheme where the solution remains
monotone and bounded but where incorrect speeds of propagation are observed as the stiffness of
the problem increases.
Key words, numerical wave propagation, heteroclinic orbits
AMS(MOS) subject classifications. 65M06, 35L60
1. Introduction. Consider the following initial boundary value problem for the
scalar u(x, t):
(1.1) ut +
(1.2) u(x, O) a(x), x e .
The function f(u) is assumed to satisfy the following three conditions:
(I) f(u) e C2([0, 1],
(II) f(0) f(1) 0 and f(u) > 0 for u E (0, 1);
(III) f’(O) > O, f’(1) < O.
It is assumed that the initial data satisfies
(IV) a(x) e [0, 1], x e 7.
In some situations the case a(x) 1 for x _< 0 is considered and the problem is then
equivalent to an initial boundary value problem posed on x, t _> 0 with u(0, t) 1.
We refer to this initial boundary value problem as (IBVP) and to the general Cauchy
problem as (C). A typical example of a nonlinear source term satisfying (I)-(III) is
f(u) u- u2.
We consider the following explicit finite-difference approximation for (1.1), (1.2)"
Ut"(1.3) U?+1 cV? + (1 c)V? + Atg( j--l, V?)
(1.4) U a(jAx).
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Here U u(jAx, nat) and c-- At/Ax. We now detail our assumptions about the
scheme (1.3), using the notation
h(u, v) cu + (1 c)v + Atg(u, v).
(i) g(U, U) f(U);
(ii) g e C2(n2, n); gu(U, U) + gv(U, U) f’(U);
(iii) hu(u, v) >_ 0 V u, v e [0, 1];
(iv) hv(u, v) >_ 0 V u, v e [0, 1].
Assumptions (i) and (ii) are consistency assumptions whereas assumptions (iii) and
(iv) are constraints on the parameters of the scheme. In the case where the source term
f(u) =_ O, conditions (iii) and (iv) reduce to the standard CFL condition c e [0, 1].
It is worth noting that the monotonicity conditions (iii) and (iv) are reminiscent of
those employed by [Harten, Hyman, and Lax, 1976] in schemes designed for scalar
conservation laws. Some schemes satisfying the criteria (i)-(iv) are described in 5.
Currently there is a great deal of interest in the numerical approximation of sys-
tems of conservation laws with stiff nonlinear source terms. Such problems arise as
models of nonequilibrium gas dynamics and, in particular, in the study of transat-
mospheric vehicles. It is our purpose to analyse such problems by considering the
very simplest hyperbolic problem with nonlinear source, namely, (1.1), (1.2). Earlier
work by [Colella, Majda, and aoytburd, 1986] and [LeVeque and Yee, 1990] shows
that, when insufficient spatial or temporal resolution is employed, spurious phenom-
ena can arise in the study of such problems. Specifically, for split-step schemes, they
both find travelling waves with grid-sensitive propagation speeds. In contrast, we
show that if sufficient resolution is employed the numerical method exhibits travelling
waves that are close in form and speed to those of the underlying continuous problem.
The relationship between the numerical speed of propagation and the true speed is
studied in detail and convergence of the numerical wave-speed to the true wave-speed
established.
The breakdown of these desirable properties is studied when (iii) and (iv) are
violated, due to a stiff source term. It is shown that oscillations occur and, for
increasing stiffness, divergence of the scheme. This behaviour is contrasted with a
split-step scheme (similar to those studied in [Colella, Majda, and Roytburd, 1986]
and [LeVeque and Yee, 1990]) where monotonicity and boundedness are preserved,
but where spurious propagation speeds are observed for stiff problems.
In 2 we consider (IBVP) and analyse the convergence of the scheme. Section
3 contains analysis of (C); the existence of numerical travelling waves is proved and
their behaviour studied for increasing stiffness. Section 4 is concerned with the split-
step scheme and the ideas are similar to those in 3. Finally, in 5, we consider some
numerical methods satisfying conditions (i)-(iv) and present results which illustrate
the preceding analysis. It is our hope that the analysis contained in this paper can be
extended to, or at least used to motivate analogous questions in, more complicated
problems involving nonlinear convection and shock formation in systems of conserva-
tion laws.
2. Asymptotic behaviour on a fixed spatial interval and convergence.
In this section we consider (IBVP) driven by the boundary condition u(0, t) 1. We
study the boundedness of the solution, its monotonicity, its asymptotic properties on
any fixed interval and its convergence. The error estimate obtained in the convergence
analysis is uniformly valid in time.
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Note that, since a(x) E [0, 1], explicit solution of the problem along characteristics
shows that the true solution remains in the interval [0, 1]; hence it is desirable that
the numerical method shares this property.
LEMMA 2.1. U E [0, 1] for j >_ 0 and n >_ O.
Proof. The proof is by induction. We have Uy [0, 1] for j >_ 0. Assume that
U e [0, 1] for j _> 0. From (1.3) we have for j _> 1, using (iii), (iv), (i), and (II)"
Similarly, for j _> 1,
V+1 (_ c
-
(1 c)U + Atg(1, U) <_ 1.
U;+1 _> (1 c)U; + Atg(O, U;) >_ O.
In addition U+1 1. Thus U+1 [0, 1] for j _> 0, and the inductive step is
complete.
A second important property is monotonicity--if the true solution is monotone
initially, then it remains monotone for all time. This property is shared by the nu-
merical method.
LEMMA 2.2. If U_ U Vj >_ 1 then U_I >_ U Vj >_ 1 and all n >_ O.
Proof. Let 5 U_-U /j >_ 1. Again we proceed by induction. ,We have
that 5y _> 0 Vj _> 1. Let 5 _> 0 Vj >_ 1. From (1.3) we have
U?+I U?+1 h(Vn V?_l) h(V? U?)j-2, -1,
Hence, for j >_ 2, the mean value theorem yields
+
Using Lemma 2.1 we deduce that , e [0, 1]. Hence, using (iii) and (iv), +1 _> 0
for j >_ 2. It remains to consider j 1. Now, 6+ u+ -u+ 1 -u+1 _> 0
(using Lemma 2.1). This completes the induction.
For (IBVP) the true solution satisfies u(x, t)
-
1 as t --. o for any fixed x _> 0.
This property is inherited by the numerical schemes considered.
THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 <_ j <_ J. Then U
--
1 as n --. o.
Proof. Throughout the proof 0 _< j <_ J. The first step is to establish that
3N(J) such that U > 0 for n >_ N(J). From (1.3), using Lemma 2.1, we find that
U+ >_ cU_ and hence that, for 0 <_ k <_ J, U(g) >_ ckUoN(J)-k provided that
N(J) >_ J. Noting that U 1 the result follows.
Now let
nVin min U.O_j_J
Then, by monotonicity and (i),
V-F1 urania --Atf(Vmin).
Hence, in particular,
n+l numin
_
Uin + Atf(Unmin).
For n >_ N(J) we have Vmnin > 0 and hence, for Vmnin < 1,
n+l nUmin > Uin.
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Thus the minima of U form an increasing sequence with 1 as the only possible limit.
By Lemma 2.1 we know that Vmnin
_
1, and hence the result follows. [:]
We now prove convergence of the scheme (1.3), (1.4). The convergence result we
obtain involves an error constant which is uniform in time on any compact interval in
space. The method of proof is motivated by that used by [Larsson, 1989] in his analysis
of finite element methods for semilinear parabolic problems; see also [Sanz-Serna and
Stuart, 1990] for an application to finite-difference methods for semilinear parabolic
problems. Throughout the remainder of this section, u denotes u(jAx, nat) and
E denotes U -u the error of approximation. We employ En to denote the vector
of errors 1,..., E)T and rn to denote the vector of truncation error residuals
(r,..., r)T where
+ (_,)
rj At
Furthermore, we let
O<_nAt<o
We first prove a preparatory lemma.
n, [1 ,1]. Then, for e sufficientlyLEMMA 2.4. Let 0 <_ jAx <_ L. Let uj U E -e
small,
(2.1) IIE/II _< (1- At)IIEII + Atl[rll
for some constant > O.
Proof. From the definition of truncation error and from (1.3) we find that
E?+1 cE?_ + (1 c)E? + At[g(U;_l, U?) g(u?_l, u?)] -Atr?.
Using the mean value theorem we have that, for some t E [0, 1],
g(V?_l, g?) g(u-l, U)
(u_ + E?_I, u + E;)E;_I + .(-1 + E?_I,u +
Applying the mean value theorem again shows that
(V?_l,V?)- (-1,)
E?_[g(1, 1)+ cl(U?_ 1)+ c(u_- 1)
+c3(U; 1) + c4(u 1)] + Ey[g(1, 1) + c5 (U;_ 1) + c6(u_
+cT(U? 1)+ cs(u 1)]
where the ci are constants. Taking the infinity norm gives
+ll ul]llEll + ZXllrll,
where the c are constants. Using the fact that e may be taken as small as required,
the result follows from (III). [:]
THEOREM 2.5. Let 0 <_ jAx <_ L. Then, assuming that u(x, t) C2’2([0, L]
[0, 00)), we have for At, Ax sufficiently small,
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for all 0 <_ nat < oc where depends upon L but is independent of nat.
Proof. Let T be the time such that the true solution satisfies u(x, t) e [1- e/2, 1]
for 0 < x < L and t >_ T. Standard convergence arguments based on the maximum
norm show that the conclusion of Theorem 2.5 is true for 0 < nat < T. Let N
IT/At]. Then for At, Ax sufficiently small, from this convergence result and Lemma
2.1, U E [1- e, 1] for 0 _< jAx <_ L and N _< n < M, where M is the first integer
greater than N such that U < 1 e or M cx) if no such integer exists. We now
show that M c. Assume, for the purposes of contradiction, that M is finite. For
N <_ n < M the conditions of Lemma 2.4 hold. Iterating inequality (2.1) using the
Gronwall lemma gives
IIE’ II e- ZXt( -N) IIENII + [1 + e-eAt( -N)] R.
By choosing At, Ax sufficiently small independently of nat it is clear that lIEM can
be made as small as required (using the regularity of the true solution to ensure that
the truncation error R is O(At, Ax). Hence UM remains in [1- e, 1]. This is the
required contradiction and thus M oc. The final result now follows from (2.2),
noting that n may be taken arbitrarily large. [
3. Asymptotic behaviour on an infinite spatial interval and travelling
waves. In the previous section we proved a convergence result which was uniformly
valid on arbitrarily large time intervals, provided that the spatial interval is fixed.
However, typical solutions for the partial differential equation (PDE) involve wave
fronts which propagate with a particular speed, and hence most of the structure of
interest leaves any fixed spatial domain after a finite time. In this section we focus
on the sense in which the numerical method captures this propagation. The difficulty
with obtaining error estimates that are uniformly valid in space is that a tiny error in
the approximation of the speed of propagation of the front can lead to an (9(1) error
since the true front and the numerical front are out-of-phase. As we now show, this
can be overcome if the numerical solution is considered to be the solution of a slightly
perturbed version of the original problem.
We start with a discussion of the true travelling waves in the PDE. We seek a
solution of (1.1) with the form u(x, t) v() for l(x- st). Here s is the wave-
speed and is a length-scale factor whose role is merely to simplify notation in the
following material. Substituting this ansatz into (1.1) we obtain
(3.1) d___v_ f(v)d /(1 s)"
The properties of this scalar ordinary differential equation (ODE) are determined by
(I)-(III). For each s > 1 the equation has a unique (up to translations) heteroclinic
orbit connecting 1 at -x) to zero at +cx). (This follows automatically for any
f(u) satisfying (I)-(III) since the equation is a scalar.) For s < 1 the connection is
reversed. Thus waves exist for all values Gf the speed s. Which particular wave-speed
is observed depends upon the decay of the initial data at infinity. If (3.1) is linearised
about zero we find that
dv p
d /(1 s)’
where it
eX/(1-s).
Hence, for speeds s > 1, the initial data must decay in x like
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The case s 1 is a useful illustration of what is to follow. We show that, for a
particular scheme with particular initial data, the scheme is uniformly convergent in
both time and space, to a perturbed version of the original problem where the size of
the perturbation is of O(At). The travelling wave is a discontinuity with the form
u(x, t)= 1, x < t,
u(x, t)= 0, x > t.
Now consider the numerical scheme (1.3) with the choice g(u, v) f(u). Thus the
scheme becomes
U;+1 cU (1 c)V; /tf(+ u?).
Consider refining the mesh in such a way that c + bat 1 for some fixed constant
b. (By choosing b sufficiently large the monotonicity conditions (iii), (iv) will be
satisfied.) We now seek a travelling wave solution of the form U Vk for k j n.
We obtain
Vk-1 CVk-1 -}- (1 c)Vk + Atf(Vk).
Using the fact that 1 c bat, we obtain
f(v )(3.2) Vk-1 Vk + b
Assume that (3.2) has a heteroclinic orbit satisfying V 1 at k -cw, V 1/2 at
k 0, and V 0 at k oc and that this sequence is monotonic. (Such a connection
exists for f(u) u- u2, for example.) Let ) be the discontinuous solution of the
differential equation centred at the origin so that
1, x < 0,
=0, x>O.
As the mesh is refined such that c + bat 1 the heteroclinic orbit satisfying (3.2)
converges to in the topology of L1 (T). The resultant wave moves one grid point
in space in every time step. Hence its speed is 1/c 1/(1 bat). If we take the
heteroclinic orbit satisfying (3.2) as initial data and refine the mesh, then it remains
uniformly close in space and time to the discontinuous solution travelling with speed
1/(1- bat). Thus the numerical solution corresponding to this particular initial data
and mesh-refinement path is uniformly close in space and time to the solution of the
equation
1
ut + 1- bAtuz f(u).
This is the original equation with an O(At) perturbation to the coefficients.
We now consider the general problem of the existence of discrete travelling waves
and the relationship between their speed of propagation and that of the underlying
continuous problem. The existence of numerical travelling waves for a scalar conser-
vation law with no source term (such as Burgers’ equation) was studied by [Jennings,
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1974]. However, the method of analysis we employ is not the same since the stability
properties of the points at +o are entirely different. (It is possible that the method
of Jennings might apply to the case m < which we do not consider here.)
We define an m- wave to be a wave which propagates m spatial grid points
for every temporal steps. Without loss of generality we assume that m and are
relatively prime. Specifically, we seek a wave in the form U Vk for k jl- mn.
Under this assumption (1.3) yields
(3.3) Vk-m cVk-t + (1 C)Vk + Atg(Vk_t, Vk).
Rearranging and setting At cAx we obtain
Vk-, cVk_ (1 c)Vk cg(V_, v)
Ax(c/- m) cl m
Examination reveals that this forms a consistent approximation to the ODE (3.1)
with the speed s given by m/cl mAx/1At. This agrees with our stipulation that
the wave moves m grid points in time steps. Note that the approximation may be in
the form of a linear multistep method, a one-leg method or some hybrid of the two. It
is natural to ask whether the numerical method also has heteroclinic orbits satisfying
(3.4) V_ 1, V 0.
Solutions of (3.3) satisfying this would represent numerical travelling waves. The
following theorem shows that such waves do exist. In the subsequent analysis we
refer to forward iteration as generating a sequence {Vk } with k --+ o and backward
iteration as generating a sequence {Vk} with k
-
-o. In the following statement,
the one-parameter family corresponds to translation of the wave in space.
THEOREM 3.1. Let m > be two relatively prime integers. For 0 < c < 1 and At
sujficiently small there exists a one-parameter family of solutions to (3.3) satisfying
(3.4).
The theorem is proved in a sequence of lemmas which we now present. The essence
of the proof is as follows. The approximation (3.3) is zero-unstable for marching as
k
-
cx and zero-stable for k -cx3. We show that, for a carefully chosen set of initial
points, the iteration (3.3) tends to 1 as k
--
-cx3 and then that the carefully chosen
set of initial points lie on the one-dimensional stable manifold of zero. The properties
of the stable manifold follow from the zero-stability properties of the scheme.
LEMMA 3.2. Let m > be two relatively prime integers. The polynomial
Am cA 1+ c 0
has a root 1 for all c and all other roots that lie inside the unit circle for 0 < c <
1.
Proof. It is clear by inspection that A 1 is a root for all c. If c 0 all roots lie
on the unit circle and
,, e2rik/m k= 0,...,m- 1.
If c 1 then A 0 is a root of multiplicity and the remaining roots lie on the unit
circle and satisfy
e2ik/(m-l), k=O,...,m-1- 1.
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By Theorem 6.41 of [Henrici, 1974] we deduce that, since m > l, 1 is an inclusion
radius for the zeros of the polynomial for 0 < c < 1 so that all roots satisfy A <_ 1.
To complete the proof we now show that the roots cannot touch the unit circle
for 0 < c < 1. For the purposes of contradiction we assume that there is a root on
the unit circle and we take
to obtain
eimO ceilO 1 c.
Equating real and imaginary parts yields
cos(mO) c cos(/O)= 1 c,
sin(toO) csin(lO) O.
The first equation is equivalent to
(3.5) sin2(m0/2) csin2(lO/2)
and the second implies
(3.6) sin2 (me/2) cos2 (me/2) c2 sin2 (lO/2) cos2 (lO/2).
If (3.5), (3.6) have no solution then neither do the original pair. Substituting (3.5) in
(3.6) we obtain
csin2(lO/2)[1 csin2(lO/2)] c2 sin2(lO/2)[1 sin2(/O/2)].
This implies that c 0,
or
sin2(lO/2) 0
1 csin2(lO/2) c[1 sin2(/O/2)].
Since we are studying 0 < c < 1, the first option is not of interest and the third
implies c 1 which is also not of interest. The second implies lO 2klTr for some
integer kl which in turn implies mO 2k2 because of (3.5). As k and are relatively
prime this implies that k2 m and kl so that 0 2r and thus A 1 is the only
possible root on the unit circle for 0 < c < 1. Hence, since A 1 for all c, it remains
to check that A 1 cannot be a multiple root.
A root of multiplicity n > 1 must satisfy the original polynomial plus the condi-
tions
m(m i) O,
m(m-1)...(m-n+2) 0.
Because m > l, n _< m and 0 < c < 1 such conditions cannot be satisfied.
completes the proof. [3
cl
1)
n +
This
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LEMMA 3.3. Consider initial conditions for backward iteration of (3.3) satisfying
0 < Vo < V-1 < < V-m+1 < 1. Assume that these initial conditions generate V-m
satisfying 1 > V-m > V--m+1. Then Vk --* 1 as k --.-oc.
Proof. We show, by induction, that the sequence generated is monotonic in-
creasing as k --. -oc. First note that Vk, Vk-1,...,Vk-m+l E [0,1] implies that
Vk-, [0, 1] by straightforward application of the monotonicity assumptions (iii)
and (iv). By induction we deduce that Vk e [0, 1] for k _< 0. From (3.2) we have
Yk-m h(Yk-, Yk),
Vk-m+l h(Vk-+l, Vk+l ).
Let 5k Vk Vk+l. Subtracting, and using the mean value theorem, we obtain
5k-m h(, ?)hk-t + hv(,
From the assumption of the theorem we have 5_1,..., 5-m > 0. By induction, noting
that , r/ [0, 1] and using (iii), (iv) we deduce that 5k > 0 for k < 0. Thus the
sequence generated is monotonic increasing, remains in [0, 1], and has 1 as the only
possible limit. Hence Vk
-
1 as k --.
-oc, and the proof is complete.
In the following, it is convenient to consider (3.3) written as an implicit one-step
map on nm. Let Wk (Vk-m+l,..., Vk-1, Vk)T, then (3.3) becomes
Wk + AtG(Wk) BWk_l,
where
G(Wk) (0,... ,Atg(Vk_l, Vk)/(1 c))T,
and B is an m m matrix with zero entries everywhere except on the upper diagonal
where it is 1, the bottom right-hand corner where it is 1/(l-c), and in the (m-/+l)th
entry of the bottom row where it is
-c/(1-c). Equation (3.7) may have several solu-
tions for Wk. However, using the contraction mapping theorem, it is straightforward
to show that (3.7) is uniquely solvable for Wk in a sufficiently small ball centred on
the origin O in 7m. Using this inverse we may write
(3.8) Wk H(Wk_l)
for IlWkll sufficiently small. Equation (3.8) defines a C diffeomorphism in a suffi-
ciently small neighbourhood of the origin, with explicit inverse given by Wk_1
B-l(Wk + AtG(Wk)). The differentiability property follows from the smoothness
of g.
LEMMA 3.4. Consider the map (3.8) with m > and c (0, 1). Then, .for At
sufficiently small, the origin 0 has a one-dimensional stable manifold tangent to the
eigenspace ()m-1)m--2 ,, 1)T, .for some > 1
’’’Proof. We linearise the map (3.8) about 0 and look for characteristic multipliers
of the linear equation by setting Wk AWk+1. The linear problem involves a
companion matrix and the characteristic polynomial is
(3.9) ,k" cA 1 + c Atg=(0, 0) Atgv(0, 0) 0.
The linearised eigenspace corresponding to a particular root A has the form (Am-1,...,
1)T. For c (0, 1) and At sufficiently small, we know from Lemma 3.2 that m- 1 of
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the roots lie inside the unit circle. By consistency, the root which is on the unit circle
for c E (0, 1) and At 0 moves outside the unit circle, since zero is a stable steady
solution of (3.1) for s > 1: seeking an expansion of this root for fixed c and At << 1
we find that
(3.10) A 1
-
O(At2).
Noting that rn > and c E (0, 1) it follows that A > 1. Applying the stable man-
ifold theorem for C diffeomorphisms [Guckenheimer and Holmes, 1983] the result
follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Consider the implicit map (3.3) written in the form (3.7).
By Lemma 3.4 we can, by working sufficiently close to 0, choose a point W0 on the
stable manifold of zero such that 0 < V0 < V_ < < V-m+ < 1. rthermore, also
by Lemma 3.4, the point W_1 generated by backward iteration of the map (3.7) will
yield a point satisfying 1 > V-m > V-re+l, again by ensuring that W0 is sufficiently
close to 0. There is a one-parameter family of such initiM-conditions which may be
found by varying W0 along the stable manifold from the origin until a point at which
the above arguments do not hold.
With such a starting condition, Lemma 3.3 applies. Hence, under backward
iteration of this starting value, the iterates of the map (3.7) will tend to 1 and we
have found the one-parameter family of connecting orbits.
We now derive a simple comparison principle showing that, under evolution, initial
data trapped between two wave profiles remains trapped between them. This gives
an estimate of the ultimate propagation speed for all initial data of this type. In the
following it is useful to transform to a wave frame. We set U V for k j -mn
to obtain
(3.11) n+ cg
--
(1 C) Vk + Atg(V_g V?]r
THEOREM 3.5. Consider the Cauchy problem (3.11) with initial data satisfying
V- <_ V <_ Vk+ where V-, Vk+ are two heteroclinic orbits satisfying (3.3), (3.4). Then
y[ <_ y: < y+Ior at n > o.
Proof. Let 5 V V-. Subtracting (3.3) from (3.11) we obtain
+1 h(V_t, V h(V-_t, V- ).
By the mean value theorem we obtain
n+l h(, 7)5_t + hv (, 7)5k--m
From the proof of Theorem 3.1 it is known that the travelling wave Vk- [0, 1] and,
from a simple modification of Lemma 2.1 it may be shown that Vk [0, 1]. Hence,
by (iii), (iv) h(, 7) and hv(, 7) are both positive. A straightforward induction then
shows that the initial positivity of 5 is preserved for all n _> 0. A similar argument
based on Vk+ Vkn completes the proof. D
For both the true and the numerical waves, the speed of propagation is governed
by the decay of the initial data at infinity. Using this information, it is possible
to study the relationship between the true and the numerical wave speeds. In the
coordinate , true waves with speed s > 1 decay like exp(#Ax/l(1 s)) over an
interval of length Ax at infinity. Numerical waves with speed m/lc decay like A-l,
where A is the unique root of (3.9) outside the unit circle (see Lemma 3.4). We now
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assume that both problems are given initial data with the same decay rate at infinity
and work out the relationship between the true speed s and the numerical speed m/lc.
Matching the two decay rates we obtain
)--1 exp(#Ax/l(1 s)).
Taking logarithms and rearranging gives
s--l+ #At
We expand A in powers of At for fixed c in (0,1). Taking A 1 + A1 At + A2At2 +...
we obtain
(3.12) s 1 + # #(,2
clA1 clA At +....
It may be shown that
and that
! (m + cl) A2 + l#gu (0, O)A2 2 (m cl)2"
Hence
(3.13) s m/cl + O(At).
This establishes that, for initial data with given decay rate, the numerical wave-speed
m/cl converges to the true wave-speed s for initial data with given decay rate.
We now discuss what happens to the travelling waves as the stiffness of the source
term is increased, for fixed values of c and At. We consider the case where f(u) takes
the form f(u) #h(u) for some source term normalised by h’(0) 1. Increasing #
corresponds to increasing the stiffness of the problem. A geometric argument [Beyn,
1990] shows that the number of free parameters p expected to find a connecting orbit
in m dimensions between a fixed point at -oc with unstable manifold of dimension
u_ and stable manifold at /oc of dimension s+ is
p=m+ l-u_
-s+.
In a typical situation, a single connecting orbit (up to translations) is to be expected
if p 0, a family of connections if p < 0, and no connections if p > 0. For example,
the proof of Theorem 3.1 revolves around the fact that u_ m (which is why Lemma
3.3 holds) and s+ 1 (see Lemma 3.4) so that p 0. Mere calculation of p does
not constitute a proof, but nonetheless it is of interest to study how p varies with the
stiffness of the problem, for fixed At. This gives an indication of what happens to the
travelling waves constructed for At sufficiently small in Theorem 3.1.
A generalisation of the analysis leading to (3.9) shows that the roots of the poly-
nomial
Am [c + Atgu(, fi)lA 1 + c Atgv(, fz) 0
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govern the dimensions of the stable and unstable manifolds of a fixed point ft. The
number of roots A inside the unit circle gives the dimension of the unstable manifold
and the number of roots outside gives the dimension of the stable manifold. We
consider first the fixed point zero at k +oo. We let g(0, 0) a# and gv(0, 0) bit
where a + b 1. As the problem becomes increasingly stiff it
--
cx. Thus, for highly
stiff problems, the roots satisfy
Al
-.-b/a, Am-I
-.-Atait.
For ]b/a] > 1 the dimension of the stable manifold at k +oo is m and for [b/a[ < 1
the dimension is m- 1. A similar analysis at k -c where fi 1 shows that
for ]b/a[ < 1 the dimension of the unstable manifold is zero and for [b/a > 1 it is
1. Combining these facts shows that p 1 whatever values b and a take so that a
connection is not to be expected. On this basis we make the following conjecture.
CONJECTURE 3.6. The travelling waves constructed in Theorem 3.1 cease to exist
as the stiffness of the source term is increased, for fixed values of c, At.
It is clear that conditions (iii) and (iv) on the scheme will be violated with in-
creasing stiffness, for fixed c, At. Numerical experiments in 5 bear out Conjecture
3.6 and show how it is related to the loss of monotonicity caused by the violation of
(iii), (iv).
4. The split-step scheme. In this section we describe and analyse a split-step
scheme, mainly for the purposes of comparison with the scheme (1.3). The scheme is
based on exact integration along the characteristics, with initial values between grid
points determined by interpolation. Consider the equation
us f(u), u(O) uo.
We introduce the evolution semigroup S(t) to denote the solution u(t) S(t). uo.
Employing the same notation as in 1, the split-step scheme comprises the two steps
(4.1) U; cU _
-}- (1 c)U,
u?
The only requirement that we make on the scheme is that c E [0, 1]. It is then
automatic that Uy e [0, 1] Vj implies U e [0, 1] Vj and Vn _> 0.
As in 3 we seek rn- travelling waves by setting U; Vk for k jl- ran. This
gives the defining equation
(4.2) Vk-m S(At) (cVk-z + (1 c)Vk)
together with condition (3.4) for a heteroclinic connection. The following result may
be proved similarly to Theorem 3.1, and we only sketch the proof.
THEOREM 4.1. Let m > be two relatively prime integers. For 0 < c < 1 and At
sufficiently small there exists a one-parameter family of solutions to (4.2) satisfying
(3.4).
Sketch proof. Consider (4.2) as an explicit map in the form (3.8). This may be
done by inverting S(At) in (4.2) to obtain (1 c)Vk S(-At) Vk-m cVk-z and
formulating this as a one-step map on 7". It is possible to show that Lemma a.4
holds for (4.2) rather than (a.a): characteristic equation replacing (3.9) is
(4.3) Am exp(itAt)(cA’ + 1 c) 0.
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and straightforward calculation shows that (3.10) again holds. Thus the stable man-
ifold of 0 is one-dimensional and points on it satisfy 0 < V0 < V_I < < V_,+I <
Y-m < 1. The map (4.2) may now be iterated backwards, starting on this stable man-
ifold. Lemma 3.3 may be generalised from (3.3) to (4.2) since S(At). u is monotone:
it satisfies
d (S(At) u) exp (S(T)U) dT.du
Thus Vk 1 as k
-
oo, and the proof is complete.
Analysis of (4.3) reveals that, for the split-step scheme, the true and numerical
wave-speeds are related by the expression (3.12) where now
cl#2 2)2 1 (m + cl) ) + +2 (m cl)2 2
As for the explicit scheme in 3, we can examine the existence of the travelling
waves as the stiffness of the problem increases, for fixed c, At. Similar arguments may
be made, based on the polynomial
A’ exp(f’ (fi)At)(cA + 1 c) 0.
These arguments show that, for m > l, p < 0 for # large with c, At fixed. Hence
connections remain possible as the stiffness increases without bound. Since Lemma
3.3 holds independent of stiffness, the existence of connections for all values of stiffness
could be made rigorous simply by establishing that (4.3) has at least one positive real
root for all #, however large., Extensive numerical computations reveals this to be
true. Thus the situation is very different from the explicit scheme considered in 3.
This is borne out in the numerical experiments described in the next section.
5. Numerical results. In this section we describe some numerical schemes sat-
isfying the conditions (i)-(iv) and present some numerical results. The particular
scheme we choose involves the function
(5.1) g(u, v) Of(9/u + (I ’y)v) + Cf(u) + (I 0 )f(v).
Here the parameters satisfy O, 7, , 0 + E [0, 1]. Let
K min f’(u).
e[o,]
Then the monotonicity conditions (iii), (iv) become, for a 0"), + ,
AtaK <_ c,
and
c + At[1 o]K1
_
1.
The choice a 1- c corresponds to picking up information from along the character-
istic. Note that stiff problems, for which K >> 1, typically involve severe restrictions
on both At and Ax.
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Throughout this section we take f(u) #u(1- u). As in [LeVeque and Yee, 1990]
we define the numerical wave-speed by
This definition is appropriate given the expected form of the solution. All our numeri-
cal computations concerning estimates of the wave speed were checked independently
using an alternative definition based on locating the level set u(x, t) 1/2 in space-time
by interpolation between the grid points. In all the figures the initial data is an exact
travelling wave solution of (C) corresponding to wave-speed 2.
Figures 1-3 concern the scheme (1.3), (5.1) with 0. Figure 1 shows
numerically computed solution profiles. The results clearly show the devolopment
of a wave-profile with constant speed of propagation. This reflects the existence
Theorem 3.1. Figure 2 shows numerical estimates of the wave-speed calculated in four
computations along a mesh-refinement path satisfying c 0.5. The linear convergence
of the wave-speed to its true value of 2 is clear. This reflects the relationship (3.13)
between the true and numerical wave-speeds. Figure 3 shows what happens when
the monotonicity conditions are violated: for the computation shown 0 and
c + ArK1 1.75. Thus (5.2) is violated. The profiles are graphed at intervals of four
seconds, starting at t 4. The solution develops oscillations around the front and
trails a structure reminiscent of the bifurcation diagram for the quadratic map: the
solution profile has (approximately) period 2 in space, then period 4, etc.
SOLUTION PROHLES
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FI(. 1. Scheme (1.3). 1, c 0.5, At 0.05. Profiles every second.
Figures 4-6 concern the split-step scheme (4.1). Figures 4 and 5 are analogous to
Figs. 1 and 2 and they illustrate similar phenomena. Figure 6 illustrates the occurence
of spurious wave-speeds in highly stiff problems [Colella et al., 1986; LeVeque and "dee,
1990]: after some time the solution is attracted to the profile which propagates with
speed l/c: that is, one grid point per time step.
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FIG. 2. Scheme (1.3). /= 1, c=0.5, At=O.O5/2P,p=O, 1,2,3.
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FIG. 4. Scheme (4.1). tt 1, c 0.5, At 0.05. Profiles every second.
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FIG. 5. Scheme (4.1). tt 1, c 0.5, At 0.05/2p, p 0, 1, 2, 3.
NUMERICAL WAVE SPEED
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FIG. 6. Scheme (4.1). tt 50.0, c 0.75, At 0.075.
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